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The MISSION of The Merchant Navy Association is to bring all serving and retired Seafarers together in a spirit of
companionship, consideration and commitment towards a united lobby for the Community of the Sea
Hi Shipmates,
Please find below more snippets of information since circular #11 was published 10 August 2022.
My thanks to MNA National Secretary, Pete Sinke’s daily publication “Maasmond Maritime - Shipping News
Clippings”, Lloyds List, gCaptain, Maritime London, Flashlight and many others from the T’internet, not
forgetting the items sent in by Readers and any other source I can access.

MNA National Contact Points
Chairman, Ian Hodge - Mobile: 07725 995 321 Email: chairman@mna.org.uk
Secretary, David Parsons - Tel: 01935 414 765 Email: secretary@mna.org.uk
Welfare & Events, Tim Brant, - Tel: 01733 205001, Email : events@mna.org.uk
Membership, Roy Glencross - Mobile: 07738 425 875 Email: membership@mna.org.uk
MNA Slop Chest Supply Officer - Sandra Broom Tel 0121 244 0190
shop@mna.org.uk
Full Ahead Editor, Sandra Turner - fullahead@mna.org.uk Tel 01889 585 588

Change of Address???? If any member has changed any of their contact details (Postal, Email or Telephone) it is important that you inform the following people by email:R546060@aol.com membership@mna.org.uk secretary@mna.org.uk & events@mna.org.uk

A bird's-eye view of ships along the coast in Singapore July 9, 2017.
REUTERS/Jorge Silva/File Photo
_________________________________________________________________________________
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The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NEW ZEALAND
Merchant Navy Day Remembrance Service
Saturday, 3 September | 11am - 12pm
The Maritime Room, New Zealand Maritime Museum
Hui Te Ananui a Tangaroa
Free
We invite you to join us in commemorating those who
served and lost their lives in the Merchant Navy. The
Service will take approximately one hour, followed by light
refreshments and a wreath-laying ceremony upon the museum's vessel Nautilus.
RSVP to in-person event
Those who are unable to make it in person are invited to register for a live-streaming of the event.
Register for live-stream https://www.maritimemuseum.co.nz/events/merchant-navy-day-2022
About Merchant Navy Day:
In 2010 the New Zealand Government announced that they would join Britain and other Commonwealth
countries to commemorate those who served in the Merchant Navy during war time. The date chosen was
3rd September as this observes the sinking of the first British merchant ship in 1939, just hours after
WWII was declared. 2022 marks the 83rd anniversary.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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"Green Energy" ?..... the Formula 2 Racing Catamaran of local driver Leon Wigg in unusual light
conditions at one of the many regular weekly Circuit Powerboat Racing events at Oulton Broad,
Lowestoft,UK. This 2 Buoy circuit with high "G" Force 180 degree turns is the oldest in the world and
sees this class of boat reaching 100-120 mph in front of large crowds of spectators at this southern tip of
the inland waterways, known as the Norfolk Broads. www.lobmbc.online Photo : John Soanes ©
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Jeff Bezos’s 127m/ 417ft Y721 with her masts stepped
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtvU0F36QCE

Dutch Yachting
As you might know, Jeff Bezos’s controversial Y721 yacht arrived at Greenport in
Rotterdam without her masts last Tuesday. The fore, main and mizzen mast of the
127m/ 417ft schooner were transported and stepped last week, so we took the
opportunity to have a closer look at Holland’s largest yacht and the World’s largest
sailing yacht by boat yesterday. Footage by The Nautical Lady & Dutch Yachting.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Circular 08/22: Roll risk estimator for container vessels - MARIN Top Tier
Project
The International Group is a member of the Maritime Research Institute of the Netherlands (MARIN)
Top Tier Project. The project has been established to examine and assess the causes of container losses
arising from at-sea incidents onboard various sizes of container ships with a particular focus on ultra large
ships.
The project has been approved by a cross-section of industry,
academic and government interests and MARIN will produce
a report of its findings including recommendations in due
course. It is envisaged that the recommendations will
eventually lead to operational and technical improvements
that should mitigate the risk and underlying causes of
container losses at sea.
The International Group has received the annexed roll risk
estimator (use the MARIN link for the updated excel sheet to
be used as an annex to this circular). It indicates combinations of speed, heading and wave period that
result in unfavourable tuning of roll motions that should be avoided. It does not give indication of the
maximum roll motion, and at which wave height the vessel is vulnerable to adverse rolling must be
judged by the master's experience. In addition, it does not address other dangerous ship behaviour e.g.
large vertical accelerations, shipping green water and slamming.
All clubs in the International Group have issued a similarly worded circular.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Singapore Arrests Ten Over Illegal Bunker Fuel Sales –
Mike Schuler - August 10, 2022
Police in Singapore have arrested ten people suspected of illegal bunker fuel sales.
Officers from the Police Coast Guard made the arrests on August 4 during a joint operation with the
Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore. Six were were crew members of a Singapore-flagged tugboat
and the other were crew members of a foreign-flagged tug.
Preliminary investigations have revealed that the crew members of the Singapore tug sold Marine Gas Oil
to the foreign-registered tug without their company’s knowledge. The tugs and almost $6000 (SGD
$8,000) in cash were seized as evidence.
The crew members of the Singapore-flagged tug were charged with crimes carrying a maximum penalty
of 15 years in prison plus a fine. The other crew members face up to five years in prison.
Singapore has proved it won’t hesitate to punish or even prosecute those involved in any sort of fraud
involving the sale of bunker fuel at the world’s largest bunkering hub.
Last year, Singapore sentenced nine people with up to three years in jail for cheating buyers out of
$337,000 worth of fuel. The group was found to have used industrial strength magnets to tamper with
measuring equipment known as Mass Flow Meter (MFM) to inflate the amount of fuel actually delivered
during 66 separate bunkering operations.
Just recently, a unit of commodities trading house Glencore had its Singapore bunker supplier
license suspended for two months after an investigation revealed that it intentionally supplied
contaminated fuel to ships at the port.
In 2014, Danish bunker fuel supplier OW Bunker, one of the world’s biggest bunker fuel supplier at the
time, upbruptly went out of business after it unconvered major internal fraud by executives at its
Singapore-based subsidiary Dynamic Oil Trading (DOT).
_____________________________________________________________________________________

India wants Sri Lanka to refuse entry to Chinese 'spy ship'
THE Sri Lankan foreign ministry, however apologetically, has asked China that its research ship YUAN
WANG 5 to postpone its visit to Hambantota port under pressure from India, which regards the vessel as
a "spy ship", Reuters reports. In a letter to the Chinese embassy in Colombo the foreign ministry said it
"wishes to request that the arrival date" of the ship be deferred until further consultation on the matter.
The ship had been given permission to enter the port on July 12. India has expressed its concern with the
government of Sri Lanka and as always concerned itself with matters of national security. The request
was made on the basis of an India-Sri Lanka bilateral agreement signed in 1987 that no ship would be
allowed to dock in Sri Lanka for military purposes by any country in a manner prejudicial to India's
security. In response to India's concerns it was stated that the ship was to call for refueling and
replenishing and to avail itself of other facilities and provisions. Source : Schednet
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Cargo ship sank after collision with Maersk chartered container ship off
Ningbo
Container ship BF TIGER collided with understand, coastal cargo ship XINGHANG (XH489), southeast
of Ningbo, Zhejiang province, East China sea, early in the morning Aug 7, while sailing in southern
direction en route from Qingdao to Hong Kong. 118-meter long XH489 sank, of 4 people on board 3
were rescued, 1 died in collision. BF TIGER interrupted voyage and was brought to anchor off Ningbo.
As of Aug 9, she remained in the same position. Source : FleetMon
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Families of 4 killed in Alaska floatplane crash sue Holland America, alleging
cruise company pressures excursion operators By Mike Carter
The families of four tourists killed in an Alaskan floatplane crash last year have sued Holland America
Line, alleging the Seattle-based cruise company pressures outside excursion operators to take unnecessary
risks to meet cruise schedules and doesn't warn passengers of excursion dangers. The lawsuit, filed in
U.S. District Court in Seattle, alleges Holland America knew of the dangers because passengers on
previous trips had died in similar crashes. Rather than warning its passengers that such trips come with
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risks, the lawsuit accuses Holland America of merely requiring floatplane excursion operators — most of
which are independent businesses — to add the cruise line company to their insurance policies. "Under
maritime law, the Holland Defendants had a duty to warn passengers of these risks," the lawsuit says.
"Thus, the Holland Defendants response ... was to protect itself from liability rather than protect its cruise
passengers — by mitigating associated risks or warning its passengers of the risks involved in floatplane
excursions."
The lawsuit was filed on behalf of the families of
Andrea McArthur, 55, and her 20-year-old daughter,
Rachel McArthur, both of Woodstock, Georgia;
Jacquelyn Komplin, 60, of Napa, California; and Janet
Kroll, 77, of Mount Prospect, Illinois. The four were
among six people killed when a floatplane owned by
Southeast Aviation of Ketchikan, Alaska, slammed into
a mountainside while touring Misty Fjords National
Monument in bad weather Aug. 5, 2021.
All of the flight's passengers had been aboard Holland
America's ship NIEUW AMSTERDAM, which was
docked in Ketchikan as part of a seven-day "Alaska
Explorer" cruise, according to the lawsuit.
Also killed were pilot Rolf Lanzendorfer, 64, of Cle Elum, Kittitas County, who's named as a defendant,
and Mark Henderson, 69, of Napa, whose family is not a party to the lawsuit. The lawsuit alleges
Lanzendorfer had only recently returned to work at Southeast Aviation after having been involved in
another floatplane crash a month earlier. According to news reports, National Transportation and Safety
Board regional chief Clint Johnson said Lanzendorfer was flying alone in a Southeast floatplane when he
hit a buoy shortly after takeoff and flipped the plane. The lawsuit claims that a Federal Aviation
Administration investigation found Lanzendorfer acted "carelessly" when he failed to properly taxi and
clear his takeoff in the July 9, 2021, crash.The fatal Aug. 5, 2021, crash came as Lanzendorfer was trying
to return to Ketchikan to get his passengers to the Holland America ship before it departed at 4 p.m.
According to weather reports cited in the lawsuit, the cloud ceiling was as low as 600 feet that day.
The lawsuit notes that Misty Fjords National Monument "takes its name for the near constant
precipitation ... which causes mist and low clouds that often cling to sheer cliffs rising from the fjords and
obscure the mountaintops." The lawsuit alleges Lanzendorfer flew the floatplane "intentionally,
carelessly, recklessly and with conscious disregard for the safety of the paying passengers ... into unsafe
weather conditions, which increased the probability that serious harm and fatalities would result. “The
lawsuit notes that the tourists who were killed purchased their excursions through a private travel agent or
operator. However, the lawsuit claims Holland America promoted those excursions in its literature and on
its website, stating that "only by air can you fully appreciate the dramatic beauty of land slowly crafted by
nature over tens of thousands of years."
"They use these exciting excursions to sell cruises," said Atlanta attorney Ranse Partin, the lead plaintiff
attorney. James Rogers, a Seattle lawyer for the plaintiffs, said Holland America failed to warn its
passengers "of the dangers posed by these flights, which they well know." The lawsuit alleges that
Holland America knows its schedules "heavily influence the tour schedules of shore excursion operators."
And while Holland America doesn't provide the excursions, the cruise line advertises and markets them to
"promote the overall cruise experience," the lawsuit says, noting that both the cruise line and third-party
operators benefit from high numbers of cruise passengers booking excursions. The lawsuit also states that
the NTSB has expressed concerns about this relationship and the pressures it puts on excursion providers.
The agency reported that seaplane and floatplane excursions in Alaska were involved in 207 crashes
involving 80 fatalities between January 2008 and June 2019.
"The mountainous terrain coupled with hazardous weather conditions, high aviation traffic and tight
sightseeing floatplane tour schedules due to a desire for operators and cruise lines to maximize the
number of participating passengers for increased profits, created an unreasonably dangerous excursion,"
the lawsuit claims. The lawsuit references two other fatal floatplane crashes involving cruise passengers,
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including a June 2015 crash that killed eight passengers and the pilot on a similar excursion to view Misty
Fjords National Monument. The NTSB in its final report "attributed that crash to scheduling pressures
that force some seaplane operators to fly in marginal weather conditions."
The agency asked the Cruise Lines International Association in a subsequent letter to investigate the
dynamics of the relationship between cruise lines and excursion operators to try to mitigate some of those
risks, the lawsuit claims. A Holland America spokesperson, who declined to be named, said in a
statement: "We were incredibly saddened by this tragedy and our hearts go out to the families of those
who died." "This floatplane excursion was independently operated and purchased separately by the
impacted guests and not sold through or advertised by Holland America Line," the statement said. "Safety
is of utmost importance to us, and our contracts with tour operators emphasize it as a top priority.” An
individual who identified himself as Jim Kosmos, answering a Monday phone call to the offices of
Southeast Aviation, declined to provide his position with the company and said he had no comment on
the lawsuit. Records show Kosmos is the company's owner. Source : wenatcheeworld
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Van Oord crews busy on Lincolnshire coastal protection project by Eldin
Ganic
Van Oord has just posted a very interesting photo
from the Lincolnshire coastal protection work.
The project involves beach nourishment across a
distance of 20 kilometres and requires around
400,000 cubic metres of sand annually over the
four years of the project. “Together with the
UK’s Environment Agency, we are implementing
their coastal flood risk management strategy to protect homes and businesses from the North Sea,” said
Van Oord. “Working with nature, together we will deliver a more sustainable approach to coastal
management and increase resilience for local communities.” Source : Dredging Today
___________________________________________________________________________________

Coast Guard suspends search for man missing from cruise ship near Juneau
By Associated Press
The U.S. Coast Guard has suspended its search for a man who was reported missing from a cruise ship
late Monday near Juneau and believed to have gone overboard. A statement from Holland America Line
Tuesday said the man was a crew member on the vessel KONINGSDAM and reported missing shortly
after the ship had left Juneau. “A review of closed- circuit TV footage indicated the man likely went
overboard intentionally,” the statement said. The U.S. Coast Guard was notified and began searching with
the help of another ship, the EURODAM, the statement said. “Both ships remained in the area for several
hours as the search continued before being released by the Coast Guard in the early hours of the
morning,” the statement said. “All of us at Holland America Line are deeply saddened by this incident
and our thoughts and prayers are with his family at this difficult time,” the statement said. “We are
offering counselling services to team members and guests who may have been affected by this incident.”
The Coast Guard said Tuesday afternoon that it had suspended its search. The Coast Guard said the
missing man is 31 years old. The agency, in a statement, also said the cause of the incident is under
investigation. The Coast Guard said it was notified late Monday by crew from the EURODAM who
reported “hearing shouting coming from the water.” Source : Anchorage Daily News
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Juneau police identify man who went missing off cruise ship by Jeremy Hsieh,
KTOO Juneau police have identified the crew member that went missing off a cruise ship in Juneau
waters on Monday night. Police say it was a 31-year-old man from Tennessee named Lorenzo Anthony
Holmes Jr. Police say he was an entertainer on Holland America’s KONINGSDAM, where he’d worked
since May. Authorities say video on board captured a person climbing over the ship’s railing.
Eyewitnesses on another cruise ship saw something fall into the water, followed by calls for help.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Fairplay Towage Group orders two Damen RSD Tugs
Fairplay Towage Group, one of
Europe’s leading tugboat
operators with over 100 tugs in
operation, has placed an order
with Damen Shipyards Group for
two Damen RSD Tugs 2513. The
vessels will be delivered in
January 2023. The twin-fin
Reverse Stern Drive (RSD) Tug
2513 is one of Damen’s most
capable and innovative harbour
tugs with excellent seakeeping
behaviour, superb
manoeuvrability and outstanding towing characteristics, with a maximum of 80 tonnes bollard pull. As
one of Damen’s Next Generation Tugs Series, the RSD tug 2513 also has a focus on offering increased
safety, sustainability, reliability and efficiency. Fairplay’s new tugs will be equipped with powerful
render recovery winches with auto tensioning systems, as well as FiFi1-rated fire-fighting systems.
Fairplay has also voluntarily opted for immediate IMO Tier 3 compliance by specifying Damen’s Marine
NOX reduction system with its advanced active emissions control system using SCR (selective catalytic
reduction). The vessels were already in production at Damen’s specialist tug building facility, Damen
Song Cam Shipyard, Vietnam, when the order was placed, ensuring the rapid delivery. Other factors in
Fairplay’s decision to source their latest vessels from Damen included their design and quality and the
Damen Triton digital platform for the optimisation of operational efficiency. Joschka Böddeling, Damen
Sales Manager, said: “We are very pleased to be supplying Fairplay with these state-of-the-art tugs.
Fairplay has operated Damen-built vessels for many years and we were delighted when last year they
purchased a Shoalbuster 2711 for general operations in the North and Baltic seas. This latest contract
further reinforces the cooperation between our two companies.” Arkadiusz Ryz, Fairplay Towage Polska,
said: “We are delighted with this order which is connected to our last year purchase in Damen. Thanks to
strong connection with our Clients we actively respond to the growing market needs with highest quality
and efficiency available. Those two highly maneuverable and high performance new modern tugs will
strengths our fleet and cooperation with Damen”
_________________________________________________________________________________

Greek Bulk Operator, Chief Engineer Convicted of US MARPOL Violations
A Greek shipping company and the chief engineer of one of the company’s dry bulk carriers became the
latest to plead guilty to MARPOL violations in a case brought by the U.S. Justice Department. They were
convicted by a court in San Diego for oily bilge water discharge offenses. ……………….
……………… The investigation, which was carried out by the U.S. Coast Guard, revealed that on two
separate occasions between October and December last year, Plasabas ordered lower-ranking crew
members to use a portable pneumatic pump and hose to bypass pollution prevention equipment by
transferring oily bilge water from the vessel’s bilge holding tank to the vessel’s sewage tank. It was
discharged directly into the ocean. After discharging the oil, the chief engineer took several steps to hide
their actions. He failed to record the transfers and overboard discharges in the vessel’s oil record book.
Additionally, the U.S. charged in court that in order to create a false and misleading electronic record as if
the pollution prevention equipment had been properly used, Plasabas directed lower-ranking crew
members to pump clean sea water into the vessel’s bilge holding tank in the same quantity as the amount
of oily bilge water that he had ordered transferred to the sewage tank.
The clean seawater was then processed through the vessel’s pollution prevention equipment as if it was
oily bilge water to make it appear that the pollution prevention equipment was being properly used. The
electronic records indicate that approximately 9,600 gallons of clean sea water were run through the
pollution prevention equipment.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The Mortar Wreck: Oldest Surviving UK Shipwreck Near Dorset Coast
by Rick Spilman Aug 11, 2022
Over 750 years ago, a medieval ship loaded with a cargo of limestone, carved gravestones, and mortars
for grinding, sank off the Dorset coast a mile away from the nearest harbor. Now the so-called Mortar
Wreck has been granted the highest level of protection on the advice of Historic England.
The 13th-century wreck, discovered in Poole
Bay in Dorset, is the oldest known protected
wreck in English waters where hull remains
can be seen. Tree ring dating of the wreck
indicates that the timbers used to construct
the hull are from Irish oak trees, felled
between 1242-1265, during the reign of King
Henry III.
Historic England notes that the survival of
13th-century vessels is extremely rare, and prior to this discovery, there are no known wrecks of seagoing
ships from the 11th to the 14th century in English waters. The wreck was discovered by Trevor Small
who has operated diving charters from Poole in Dorset for the past 30 years.
Maritime Archaeologist, Tom Cousins who is part of the team at Bournemouth University assigned to
uncover and preserve the wreck said: “Very few 750-year-old ships remain for us to be able to see today
and so we are extremely lucky to have discovered an example as rare as this, and in such good condition.
A combination of low-oxygenated water, sand and stones has helped preserve one side of the ship, and
the hull is clearly visible.”
The vessel is clinker-built, made from overlapping planks of wood and was carrying a cargo of Purbeck
stone. The shipwreck is referred to as the ‘Mortar Wreck,’ since much of the cargo contained within the
wreck also includes several Purbeck stone mortars, which are large stones used by mills to grind grains
into flour.
Purbeck stone is a form of limestone made from densely
packed shells of freshwater snails. Quarried on the Isle of
Purbeck on the south coast of England, the stone is also
referred to as Purbeck marble, due to its ability to be highly
polished. Purbeck marble is used in Gothic architecture
across Britain and the continent.
Other items found in the wreck include a cauldron used to
cook food in, which would have been placed directly onto a
fire.
Two Purbeck marble gravestone slabs were also found in the wreck in remarkably good condition.
Purbeck marble gravestone slabs were widely used across the south of England and were exported to
Ireland and the continent. One of the slabs features a wheel-headed cross, an early 13th-century style,
while the other features a splayed arm cross, common in the mid-13th century.
Link to video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tv4X2owkcGY
The post appeared on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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The SLEIPNIR ready to install one of the foundations
Photo : Flying Focus Aerial Photography www.flyingfocus.nl ©
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Extreme Heat Uncovers Lost Villages, Ancient Ruins and Shipwrecks
Bloomberg August 13, 2022 - By Kevin Simauchi
(Bloomberg) –Extreme heat this year has triggered wildfires, drought and melting glaciers. Less
expectedly, it’s also revealed some weird and dark things about our past—shipwrecks, corpses, ghost
villages, ornamental gardens and ancient cities. Here’s a look at some of those discoveries.

Roman Remains
Italy’s drought has revealed artifacts from World War II and a glimpse of life under Nero.
Months without rain and an earlier-than usual halt in flows from melting snow in the Alps depleted the
River Po—Italy’s longest river—to its lowest level in 70 years. The dried-up riverbed revealed previously
hidden World War II-era wreckage such as a German tank and cargo ships.
In Rome, meanwhile, drought sapped the River Tiber and unveiled a bridge that’s thought to have been
built during Emperor Nero’s rule. This summer’s extremely hot and dry conditions in Italy forced the
government to declare a state of emergency in July.

Spanish Ghost Village
A town stuck in the early 1990s has re-emerged in Galicia, Spain.
Aceredo, a village near Spain’s border with Portugal, was flooded in 1992 to make room for the Alto
Lindoso reservoir. In February—about 30 years later—drought re-exposed the small town. Soon, tourists
began flocking to see a place frozen in time.
Scientists expect Galicia to continue suffering from extreme dry spells. “Rainfall and drought patterns are
always more complex, more difficult to predict scientifically,” said Jofre Carnicer, Barcelona-based
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climate researcher and an author of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s sixth assessment.
“The risk of drought in the next decades in this area will increase.”

Grim Discoveries
Lake Mead unveils a creepy collection of the desert’s history.
Some US reservoirs that should’ve brimmed with snowmelt in the spring instead had bathtub rings of dry
dirt, including Lake Mead. The lake fell this year to a record low.
Lake Mead—the massive reservoir at the iconic Hoover Dam—has shrunk to a fraction of its former self
to become a site of ghoulish curiosity.
Visitors have come across everything from sunken boats to dead bodies. “We could find everything from
a missing jet ski to more bodies,” said Michael Green, an associate professor of history at the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas. “As the water recedes, we will find more.”
The human remains discovered at the site include a body in a barrel, according to the US National Park
Service. The cause of death is under investigation.
Officials with the Clark County Office of the Coroner/Medical Examiner and the Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Department declined to comment further.

Shackleton’s Wreckage
Scientific expedition cracked a cold case in
Antarctic ice.
On Feb. 25, Antarctic sea ice cover shrank to
a satellite-era record low level—which may
have helped solve one of the greatest
mysteries in maritime history. Around that
time, a crew set off on a research vessel from
South Africa to the depths of the Weddell
Sea, a remote area of the Antarctic coastline,
to locate, survey and film the wreckage of Sir
Ernest Shackleton’s ship Endurance. The
exact whereabouts of the famous explorer’s
ship was long unknown; it had been trapped
and crushed by thick Antarctic sea ice in 1915.
Read Also: Ernest Shackleton’s Ship Endurance Discovered Deep Beneath Antarctic Ice
The 35-day mission was tough. The team had to navigate choppy waters and still quite a bit of frozen
hazards despite ice extent being below average. Using an autonomous vehicle, the wreck was found more
than 3,000 meters (9,843 feet) underwater.

Secret Garden
UK heat wave has unearthed a florid 17th century landscape.
Extreme summertime heat in Britain has scorched the south lawn at a historic home in central England,
revealing a hidden 17th century garden. Broad, ornate patterns can be seen on the lawn at Chatsworth
House in Derbyshire.
Dubbed the Great Parterre, the extensive garden dates to 1699 and was once filled with flowerbeds and
paths. By 1730, the ornate landscape was grassed over and because the new lawn has shorter roots it
burns more quickly. On July 26, Chatsworth logged a temperature of 38.1? (100.6?)—this was the highest
on record for more than 100 years, according to information on the historic home’s site.

Mesopotamian Treasure
A Bronze-Age empire’s urban center has reappeared in Iraq.
From a dried-up area of Iraq’s Mosul reservoir this year, the ruins of an extensive, ancient city surfaced.
A team of Kurdish and German archeologists rushed to investigate the site of Kemune, an ancient city on
the Tigris River that flourished under the Mitanni Empire from 1550 to 1350 B.C.—during the Bronze
Age.
The research team found ceramic vessels reportedly containing more than 100 cuneiform tablets. The
discovery could provide more details about the end of the Mitanni-period city and the start of Assyrian
rule in the region. “It is close to a miracle that cuneiform tablets made of unfired clay survived so many
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decades under water,” said University of Tübingen Professor Peter Pfälzner, who was part of the rescue
excavations at Kemune, in a press release.

Hunting Relics
Melting glaciers have uncovered millennium-old artifacts in Norway.
In the high mountains of Norway, odd artifacts uncovered by glacial archaeologist Lars Pilø and his team
at the Glacier Archaeology Program included a woolen tunic from the Iron Age as well as a Roman-style
shoe and a well-preserved arrow with fletching still attached from the years 300 to 600. The arrow is a
relic from a reindeer hunting site.
“With the continued melt of high mountain ice, we expect to see more sites appearing and even older
finds melting out,” said Pilø, whose team has found thousands of Iron Age and the Early Medieval Period
items from ice sites across Norway over the last 15 years. “We are melting back in time, as the ice
retreats.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Emergency on mega cruise bound for Scotland sparks lifeboat response
By : Iona Brownlie
A SCOTS lifeboat crew was scrambled to a huge
cruise liner to help a medical emergency on
board. The EMERALD PRINCESS cruise ship
was bound for Edinburgh after leaving
Invergordon on Tuesday evening after a person
fell ill and needed evacuated. The Invergordon
RNLI lifeboat 'AGNES AP BARR' was launched
with six crew on board to the liner that was
stopped at the Moray Firth Fairway Buoy. Two
specially-trained members from the lifeboat
brought the casualty onboard and a senior medic from the cruise liner joined the team. The lifeboat made
its way back to Invergordon West Harbour where an ambulance and Rapid Response Team was waiting
along with the local coastguard. The casualty was taken to Raigmore Hospital in Inverness for treatment.
The senior medic was taken back to the cruise liner which continued its journey south. The lifeboat
returned to the West Harbour and was refuelled ready for service by 10:15pm.Coxswain Bruce Rae said:
"At Invergordon RNLI we are always happy to provide support and assistance to our visiting cruise
liners, a medical evacuation is a time critical event and we will always do what we can to ensure a
successful outcome. “I’d like to thank the crew for their rapid response time and wish the casualty well."
Source : thescottishsun
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Grimsby River Terminal welcomes the first sustainable car carrier
The Grimsby River Terminal (GRT) welcomed the first deep sea car carrier powered by a multi-fuel
liquefied natural gas (LNG)/battery hybrid engine carrying a cargo of Kia vehicles, according to ABP's
release. MV AUTO ACHIEVE, owned by United European Car Carriers (UECC), was built this year at
the Jiangnan Shipyard, China, and is the second pure car and truck carriers (PCTCs) vessel in its
sustainable fleet. It is also the first Eukor vessel to come to the GRT, as these deep-sea carriers usually
berth at the Port of Immingham’s Humber International Terminal (HIT). According to UECC, these
multi fuel engine vessels enable a carbon dioxide emissions reduction of around 25%, SOx and
particulate matter by 90% and NOx by 85% from the use of LNG and are also adaptable for low-carbon
fuels such as bio-LNG and synthetic fuels as these become available. Source : PortNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Wreck of USS Jacob Jones Found Off Isles of Scilly — First US Destroyer
Lost to Enemy Action
http://www.oldsaltblog.com/2022/08/wreck-of-uss-jacob-jones-found-off-isles-of-scilly-first-usdestroyer-lost-to-enemy-action/
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Containership and Fishing Boat Collide in Busy French Sea Lane
French authorities are confirming reports that a large
containership and an ocean-going fishing boat collided early
Wednesday morning in the southbound lane of the Ouessant
Traffic Separation Scheme (DST) near Brest, France. No one
was injured in the collision, but both vessels sustained
damages that will require shipyard stops for repairs. The
The AIN SNAN transiting the Singapore
traffic separation lane where the accident occurred is
Strait in Sept 2019 still with the UASC
reported to be one of the busiest sea lanes in the world. More
markings at the hull Photo : Piet Sinke
www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
than 130 ships per day a reportedly tracked in the sea lane.
The 145,500 dwt containership AIN SNAN EXPRESS
operated by Hapag-Lloyd and registered in the Marshall Islands was on the outbound portion of its route
after having made calls in the Netherlands, France, Germany, and finally the UK. The 1,200-foot
containership has a capacity of 13,500 TEU and was bound for Algeciras, Spain. Reports in the French
media are suggesting that the crewmember at the helm of the 115-foot fishing boat CORAIL was
attempting to steer the boat away from another freighter in the traffic late when they collided with the
containership. The fishing boat had been outbound from France beginning a 24-day trip to the west of
Scotland. At the time of the collision, winds were blowing above 25 mph and the seas were reported to be
rough running at approximately eight feet. The incident was reported to the French Regional Operational
Center for Surveillance and Rescue (CROSS) at approximately 1:30 a.m. on August 10 with the fishing
boat telling the center that it had severe damage primarily to its bow. While requesting assistance, the
fishing boat was able to proceed to the port of Lorient under its own power. The vessel’s owner is
reporting that repairs are expected to require three weeks to a month after the vessel is lifted out of the
water. The captain of the containership reported that the vessel’s hull was holed above the waterline in the
collision. The French authorities are saying that the containership suffered a gash approximately 20 feet
long and nearly three feet in width. It is more than 10 feet above the waterline so that Ain Snan Express
was permitted to proceed. Reports indicate that it is diverting to Gibraltar to undergo repairs. The
containership will then continue on its route to Singapore. An investigation was opened by the Lorient
maritime gendarmerie to determine the causes of the collision. Source : MAREX
_____________________________________________________________________________________

‘El Faro Salute’ Memorial Dedication and Fundraiser
…………….. When a ship sinks and a crew is lost the family
and loved ones grieve the most, mariners next, and the rest of
the world is a distant third.
So when El Faro Sank and thirty-three lives were lost and two
of them were from Jay’s hometown, he was a mariner again;
inspired to use his talent to sculpt a memorial to honour El
Faro and her final crew.
“El Faro Salute!” will be a memorial to those lost, a place of
remembrance for mariners, and a reminder to us all of the
Jay Sawyer is an artist from Rockland,
dedication and sacrifices made by seafarers around the world.
Maine.
With the dedication of the memorial in Rockland on
September 24th, the fundraising for El Faro Salute needs a final push. Donations recently passed the
$100,00 dollar mark with under $35,000 to go. ………………… Source:- gCaptain
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Suez Canal Authority, Maersk strike $500 million deal for East Port Said berth
The Suez Canal Authority and Maersk have signed a new $500 million deal to build a new berth at the
Suez Canal Container Terminal in East Port Said.The deal, signed earlier this week, aims to turn the
terminal into global hub for container handling in the eastern and southern Mediterranean region. The
new 1-kilometre container berth is adjacent to the existing 500-metre berth. ….. Source : porttechnology
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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FUNERAL NOTICE – The Late William Humphrey Hardy
Dear Malcolm
I would be grateful if you would include the following notice in your next Newsletter.

Mr William Humphrey Hardy, known as Andy Hardy by his shipmates, died on
2nd August following a short illness at the age of 99 years. His funeral will be
held at 2pm on Wednesday 14th September at the Church of St Luke the
Evangelist, Church Parade, Brislington, Bristol BS4. Family flowers only.
Donations in lieu to the church via L J Guyan, Funeral Directors, Keynsham.
Very many thanks
Felix
Felicity Butters
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Spanish Police Divers Find Cocaine in Ship's Cooling Intake
Spain's federal police agency has seized 200 kilos of cocaine
from inside of a cooling water intake under the hull of a
bulker at Santa Cruz de Tenerife.
The bulker NORD MAMORE called at Tenerife last week
and anchored at the port for refueling. She was carrying a
cargo of corn and headed for Lisbon, Portugal. In the early
hours of August 5, a border guard unit of the Guardia Civil,
working with a customs surveillance unit, boarded the vessel
to conduct an inspection - the latest in a series of drugenforcement actions at the anchorage. They were joined by a specialized dive inspection team, which
went over the Mamore's hull in detail.
During the course of the inspection of the cargo and the
vessel's common areas, divers from the Civil Guard's
underwater activities team (GEAS) located a total of eight
bundles of cocaine under the hull. The discovery was made
during an inspection of a cooling water intake for the ship's
machinery. The bundles were tied together inside the intake,
behind the exterior grate. When removed and tested, the
substance tested positive for cocaine. In Europe, cocaine
wholesale prices run in the range of $40,000, about a third
more than its value in the United States, according to Insight
Crime. This would put the shipment's total value at about $8 million (delivered to Portugal). In the three
months before her arrival at Tenerife, Nord Mamore called at the ports of Imbituba, Rio Grande and
Curitiba, Brazil. Brazilian organized crime groups export cocaine sourced from Bolivia, and they sell
substantial quantities to Western Europe; customs agents intercept about 20-30 tonnes of Brazilian-origin
cocaine in Europe every year. Curitiba is one of the identified smuggling ports for this drug pipeline,
according to the UN Office on Drugs and Crime. source : MAREX
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Carnival, Royal Caribbean, Celebrity, Princess drop vax
mandate for many cruises, Cunard eases testing
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Greenpeace Targets Oldendorff Ship in Protest of Offshore
Gas Projects
_____________________________________________________________________________________

The Puerto Princesa pilot boat outbound to an incoming vessel to deliver the pilot
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day;
teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Van Oord reaches milestone in Afsluitdijk project by Eldin Ganic
A milestone worth celebrating has been reached in the Afsluitdijk project in the Netherlands, Van
Oord announced. “𝗗𝘂𝗿𝗶𝗻𝗴 𝗠𝗮𝘆, 𝘁𝗵𝗲 𝗹𝗮𝘀𝘁 𝗼𝗳 𝘁𝗵𝗲
𝟳𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝗟𝗲𝘃𝘃𝗲𝗹-𝗯𝗹𝗼𝗰𝘀 𝘄𝗲𝗿𝗲 𝗶𝗻𝘀𝘁𝗮𝗹𝗹𝗲𝗱 𝗯𝘆 𝗩𝗮𝗻
𝗢𝗼𝗿𝗱’𝘀 𝗰𝗿𝗮𝗻𝗲 𝗽𝗼𝗻𝘁𝗼𝗼𝗻 TITAN,” said the
company. Levvel-blocs, another name for the
innovative XblocPlus blocks, are concrete armour
units developed especially for the Afsluitdijk to
raise and reinforce the dike. Compared to the
alternative, the innovative Levvel-blocs take 𝟯𝟱%
𝗹𝗲𝘀𝘀 𝗰𝗼𝗻𝗰𝗿𝗲𝘁𝗲 to produce. This is equal to
approximately 200,000 cubic metres of concrete
and means a 𝗖𝗢𝟮 𝗿𝗲𝗱𝘂𝗰𝘁𝗶𝗼𝗻 𝗼𝗳 𝟰𝟬,𝟬𝟬𝟬 𝘁𝗼𝗻𝗻𝗲𝘀 or
no less than 56% source : dredgingtoday
_____________________________________________________________________________________

The King George's Fund for Sailors Club
https://www.theseafarerscharity.org/get-involved/kgfs-club
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Scotland Charters Second Cruise Ship to House Ukrainian Refugees
Scotland charters cruise ship to house refugees. Scotland chartered the cruise ship AMBITION
which was laid up awaiting her entry into service in 2023 (Ambassador Cruise Line)
With the influx of Ukrainian refugees continuing to enter Scotland and threatening to overwhelm the
available housing, Scotland announced plans to convert a second passenger ship into temporary
accommodations. The Scottish government had recently suspended its visa scheme for three months
saying it need to make arrangements citing the shortage of housing and the continued influx of
applications.
The Scottish government has chartered the 48,000 gross ton cruise ship Ambition and it will be located in
Glasgow to provide accommodation for up to 1,750 Ukrainian refugees. Built in 1999 for a short-lived
start-up cruise line, the ship ultimately was acquired by Carnival Corporation which ran it with Ibero
Cruises, Costa, and finally AIDA, before selling the ship in January 2022 to the start-up British firm
Ambassador Cruise Line. Renamed AMBITION since April she has been idle in Bar, Montenegro as the
cruise company had not planned to place her into service until March 2023. The ship, which is 708 feet in
length has 713 passenger cabins that can accommodate approximately 1,200 people. Scotland did not say
for how long they have chartered the cruise ship but announced she is due to be fully operational by
September in Glasgow. The cruise ship departed Montenegro over the weekend and after a stop in Malta
is currently proceeding to France. She joins the VICTORIA I , a passenger ship that is currently docked at
Leith, which is housing approximately 1,000 refugees. She was chartered to Scotland by Tallink from her
normal route between Tallinn and Stockholm. initial charter for six months began in July, but Scotland
has the option according to Tallink to extend it for three additional months.
“Following the arrival of the M/S VICTORIA I – which has been well received by people on board – the
Scottish Government is chartering a second passenger ship – the M/S AMBITION– which will be located
in Glasgow from early September. This will further enhance our ability to provide safe and secure
accommodation for those who need it,” said Scotland Minister with Special Responsibility for Refugees
from Ukraine Neil Gray.
The Scottish government launched its Super Sponsor Scheme in March to offer sanctuary to displaced
people from Ukraine working within the UK government’s efforts to provide a fast and safe alternative to
private sponsorship. As of August, the Scottish government has offered sanctuary to 10,056 displaced
people from Ukraine, far exceeding original estimates for 3,000 people. The number of Ukrainians
seeking refuge in Scotland continues to rise, with government officials reporting that to date they have
received nearly 34,000 visa applications under the scheme. “We are getting close to capacity for the
temporary accommodation currently available, particularly across the Central Belt,” said Gray. “While
areas like Glasgow and Edinburgh are more familiar to Ukrainians, we are encouraging everyone arriving
here to consider other areas across Scotland, especially as we see more visas being issued.”
Scotland is not alone in chartering passenger ships to provide temporary housing. Estonia and the
Netherlands also hired ships at the beginning of the crisis. The Netherlands recently said it would bring in
three more ships to house refugees even proposing to anchor the vessels offshore while providing
housing. That idea was withdrawn after wide criticism, but the Netherlands proceeded to charter the three
vessels while saying it was working on docking arrangements. According to the UN, at least 12 million
people have fled their homes since Russia's invasion of Ukraine with more than 5.2 million refugees from
the country reported spread across Europe. Source : MAREX
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Rhine Traffic Further Hindered After Vessel's Engine Failure
Around 20 ships are stuck in traffic along Germany's river Rhine, where low water levels have already impeded
shipping this summer, after a vessel's engine failure closed part of the waterway, authorities said on Wednesday. A
vessel with a 1,660-ton load was forced to drop anchor due to an engine failure, closing traffic between St Goar and
Oberwesel, river police said. "It's backing up," a spokesperson for the Federal Waterways and Shipping
Administration told Reuters. "The berths are full all the way to Mainz." Mainz is about 50 kilometres south-east of
Oberwesel. Source : Reuters Additional reporting by Madeline Chambers; Reporting by Rene Wagner and Vera Eckert, Writing by
Miranda Murray and Rachel More, Editing by Paul Carrel, Elaine Hardcastle and Deepa Babington)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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RMS SCYTHIA was a Cunard ocean liner. She sailed on her maiden voyage in 1921, and became a
troop and supply ship during the Second World War. SCYTHIA was the longest serving Cunard liner
until 4 September 2005, when her record was surpassed by Queen Elizabeth Photo : Coll Harry Stott
History
After heavy losses during the First World War, Cunard Line embarked on an ambitious building
programme. It decided to build "intermediate", 19,000 GRT ships rather than the large liners it had
previously employed. Scythia was the first ship in this new fleet, and building began in 1919. SCYTHIA
was built for the services between Liverpool and Queenstown in the British Isles to New York and
Boston, in the United States. A luxury liner designed to appeal to American tourists, in the mid-1920s,
she began sailing from New York to the Mediterranean.
SCYTHIA was requisitioned at the end of 1939, left Liverpool on 24 September 1940 with 48 children
bound for Boston, sponsored by readers of the Boston Evening Transcript newspaper part of a wider
British evacuation programme under the Children's Overseas Reception Board.
She became a troop ship on 1 November 1940, and sailed from Liverpool to the Middle East carrying the
1st King's Dragoon Guards. She then saw service carrying evacuees from Liverpool to New York. In
1942, Scythia took part in the Allied invasion of French North Africa. On 23 November she was struck by
an aerial torpedo. Her crew managed to get her to harbour at Algiers, and she suffered only five casualties
out of a complement of 4,300 men.
SCYTHIA was salvaged and taken to New York for repair in January 1943, and afterwards ferried
American troops to Europe. At the end of the war she took many US troops back from Europe, many of
them accompanied by their new brides, before sailing to India to bring home UK troops from the war in
the East. She was also a war bride ship taking Canadian war brides and their children from Liverpool to
Pier 21 in Halifax in the early part of 1946.[5] One of her last missions as a troop ship was to bring the 1st
King's Dragoon Guards home to Liverpool, on 11 March 1948.
Later in 1948, SCYTHIA was handed to the International Refugee Organisation to take refugees from
Europe to Canada. In 1950 she became a passenger ship again, sailing from Britain to Canada and later to
New York. Again in 1957 the SCYTHIA was used to transport Hungarian refugees to Canada (departed
Southampton England 19 Jan 1957), landing in Halifax, Nova Scotia at Pier 21 (Canada's equivalent to
Ellis Island in New York). Her final route was around the North Sea. In 1958, after 37 years of service,
SCYTHIA was delivered to ship breakers Thos. W. Ward at Inverkeithing by her final Master, Geoffrey
Thrippleton Marr.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Barry Event – September
Seafarers’ Service September the 3rd, at Barry. (10 45 AM: Assemble: for the 11am
Service.)
The Merchant Navy Association (Wales) Barry branch would like to announce that a Seafarers’ Service
and flag raising will be held on Saturday September 3rd, this year.
The local service is open to all organisations and others. It is hoped that family members of serving
members and former members of the Merchant Navy, relatives and friends of not only the MN but, the
Royal Fleet Auxiliary, Royal Navy, RNLI, Coast Guard / Watch will also attend.
The Service will be held at the Merchant Navy, Monument, Barry. In holding a Seafarers’ Service, we
acknowledge the vital role played by both the RAF and RN in Convoy duties. The presence of all branch
and organisation's standards will be appreciated. The Church and all that have assisted are thanked in
advance. 10 45 AM: Assemble: for the 11am Service.
A Merchant Navy Association (Wales) Barry branch wreath will be laid during the service at the
Merchant Navy Monument all other organisations are welcome to lay wreaths at this event. We hope that
all will continue to support and assist us in helping us to ensure that we: “Remember Them”. The MN
Monument in Barry, records and tributes all those lost from the Vale.
MERCHANT NAVY DAY
September 3rd Every Year.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Legendary ferry set to sail in Bosphorus anew
By : Emin Mert Kırarslan - ISTANBUL
Paşabahçe, a legendary ferry built in 1952,
has sailed its premier voyage in the
Bosphorus after a two-year restoration. The
ferry, which was first built as a warship, and
was later turned into a ferry cruising on the
Bosphorus, was fully restored by Istanbul
Metropolitan Municipality. Attending the
ceremony held at Haliç Shipyard, Kemal
Kılıçdaroğlu, the leader of the Republican
People’s Party (CHP), said, “It is
extraordinary to relive a history.
It is their history that gives cities their
character. If the rulers become alienated from the city they live, they also forget the history.” Giving a big
thanks to Sinem Dedetaş, the head of Istanbul’s Cityline Ferry services, Kılıçdaroğlu said, “Women
should be in a much more active place in working life, which sees a noticeable increase recently. I think
this increase will appear more clearly at a certain period of time.” The Paşabahçe Ferry was born in 1952
in Taranto, southern Italy, as a warship, and was later refitted into a ferry for the Turkish metropolis
straddling the famous Bosphorus waterway.
For 58 years the iconic ship shuttled between the two sides of the Bosphorus, including the Princes’
Islands, but in 2010 Paşabahçe was retired, with over a half-century of service under its oars. In 2017,
however, journalist Adil Bali paid the vessel a visit and decided that idle retirement was not a fitting fate
for the iconic ship. When he first saw the disused ferry, “I felt a pang of sorrow in my heart,” he said. “It
was covered all over with grass and moss, and everything was run down.” He inspired the reconstruction
works by posting a petition on change.org calling for the ferry to be saved, and some 6,500 people signed
in support. Source : hurriyetdailynews
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Ipswich Events --- September
Sept 1: Flag-hoisting ceremony in the presence of the Mayor of Woodbridge at Elizabeth Finn Residential
Care Home, Beech Road, Woodbridge at 11am.
Sept 2 Flag-hoisting ceremony in the presence of the Mayor of Woodbridge at Tide Mill Quay,
Woodbridge at 1400hrs
Sept 3: Commemorative Service at the Seafarer's Memorial, Orwell Quay, Ipswich in the presence of the
Mayor of Ipswich. Parade marches off at 1040am. Wreaths will be laid. Service will be conducted by the
Branch's Chaplain Rev Andrew Dotchin.
Sept 3: Annual Sunset & Snifter Service at St John the Baptist CofE, Orwell Road, Felixstowe
at 1800. The service will be conducted by the Branch's Chaplain Rev Andrew Dotchin.
Regards
Sandra
_____________________________________________________________________________________
PRESS RELEASE - Thursday 18th August 2022 - For immediate release
MCG announces closure of Covid-19 Redundancy and Retraining Fund
The MCG Redundancy and Retraining Bursary Fund will finally close on Friday 16th September,
following discussions by funders, the Merchant Navy Welfare Board (MNWB), Trinity House and the
Nautilus Slater Fund. The fund, which provides up to £500 for training and refresher courses to UK-based
seafarers who have lost work due to Covid-19, was due to close at the end of March but was extended to
meet demand from ex-P&O ferry staff.
Speaking on behalf of the funders, Commander Graham Hockley LVO RN, Chairman of MCG, said:
“The MCG Redundancy and Retraining Fund was set up in November 2020 at the height of the Covid
pandemic when the landscape looked very different. Since then, we have helped 100 seafarers with
funding for training to enable them to stay in the industry. In total we’ve awarded over £45k to seafarers
from all parts of the industry - from ratings to officers, deck hands to engineers - and it’s been a very
worthwhile investment. But demand for the fund has slowed down considerably in the past few weeks and
we believe that now is the time to close.”
The fund, which is administered by the Marine Society on behalf of MCG, will remain open until Friday
16th September.
Commander Hockley added: “We want to make sure that any UK-based seafarer who might be eligible
still applies for help. So, if you or anyone you know has lost work due to Covid and might benefit from
help with training costs to stay in maritime, we want to hear from you. The fund is still open and will
remain open until the very last moment.”
FOR MORE INFORMATION
To find out more about the MCG Redundancy and Retraining Bursary Fund and how to apply go
to https://www.marine-society.org/redundancy-fund
FOR ALL PRESS ENQUIRIES
For all press enquiries, please contact Laura Simons, Consultant to MCG, on 0774 773 2039 or
email laurasimons@lms2.co.uk
ABOUT MCG
The MCG fosters collaboration across the maritime charity sector. It does this by sharing information,
commissioning research, supporting the education and welfare of seafarers and their families and by the
promotion of best practice within the maritime charity sector. Our vision is for a maritime charity sector
that works collaboratively to achieve the greatest impact for seafarers and their families.
For more information go to www.maritimecharitiesgroup.org
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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August 15 –the Romanian Navy celebrate the 120th
Day of the Romanian Navy !
Happy birthday, sailors! Happy Birthday Romania!
With the School ship MIRCEA moored at the
Military Port of Constanța
Photo : Daniel NEAGU - AirdroneRO ©
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Photo: Julen Arabaolaza/Shutterstock

Spanish Town Facing Water Shortage Turns to Tanker for Freshwater
Supply Bloomberg - August 17, 2022 - By Clara Hernanz Lizarraga (Bloomberg) —
Shipping freshwater by sea is becoming a reality in a corner
of Spain that’s turned to a tanker to keep the taps running
amid the lowest rainfall in 163 years.
As an exceptional measure to deal with a “historical water
deficit,” public utility Consorcio de Aguas Bilbao Bizkaia in
the Basque region of northern Spain has ordered a ship to
move 2 million liters of water a day to supply four towns, the
company said in a press statement. The ship is currently in
trials and is expected to start making regular trips from the
city of Bilbao to Bermeo, a port that’s about 30 kilometers
(19 miles) away by land.
The water utility has never supplied water from a ship to a network, a spokesperson told Bloomberg.
Although it’s known for milder temperatures and greener landscapes than most of central and southern
Spain, the Basque country has also been hit by a severe drought this summer that’s forced authorities to
take unprecedented measures, such as shutting municipal fountains or banning the filling or replenishing
of private pools. In the three months to July, the Basque province of Biscay recorded the lowest rainfall
since 1859, according to Spain’s weather agency.
The tanker is expected to supply the area of Busturialdea while protecting the rivers and springs from
where water is normally obtained. The rest of the province is safer from water scarcity as it pumps
supplies from reservoirs, according to the utility.
Spanish newspaper El Pais reported the planned water shipments earlier on Wednesday.
Nearly half of the global population currently lives in a zone that’s at risk of water shortages at least one
month per year, according to the United Nations.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

ITF inspectors recover USD$37.6m in unpaid wages for seafarers, despite
Covid restrictions
Last year, union ship inspectors recovered more than USD $37 million in unpaid wages owed to
seafarers, the International Transport Workers’ Federation (ITF) has revealed in figures published today.
The ITF’s 125 inspectors and coordinators completed 7,265 inspections in 2021 to support thousands of
seafarers with wage claims and repatriation cases, despite Covid-19 restrictions preventing inspectors’
ability to board ships for much of the year. ITF Inspectors get their name because they board and ‘inspect’
ships. They educate seafarers about their rights and support crew to enforce these rights. The officials
cover more than 100 ports across 50 countries. ……...….. Inspectors are trained to look for exploitation,
overwork – even for signs of forced labour and modern slavery. in the employment agreement covering
the ship,” said Steve Trowsdale, the ITF’s Inspectorate Coordinator. It’s not uncommon for crew to be
paid the at the wrong rate by a shipowner,” said Steve Trowsdale, the ITF’s Inspectorate Coordinator.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Hunger Stones Emerge as Extreme Drought Drops Water Levels of Rhine &
Other European Rivers - Posted on August 17, 2022 by Rick Spilman
Extreme drought has dramatically
lowered water levers in major
European rivers, including the Rhine,
Elbe, Loire, Danube, and Po. On the
Rhine, river depths have dropped
close to levels seen in the record
drought of 2018. The shallow water
resulting have prevented many
vessels from navigating the critical
Rhine river at low water levels in Bonn, Germany,
European shipping route fully loaded.
August 16, 2022. Photo: REUTERS/Benjamin Westhoff
Barges are operating at roughly 25 %
of full load capacity to avoid running aground. Experts warn that the low water on major rivers could
significantly damage Germany’s economy.
The Guardian notes that the Rhine, which runs about 760 miles from the Swiss Alps to the North Sea, is
the second largest river in central and western Europe after the Danube. The majority of nearly 200
million tons of cargo shipped on German rivers – from coal to car parts, food to chemicals – is
transported on the Rhine.
Its dangerously low levels recall the drought that shut it down for around six months in 2018. Cologne’s
Waterway and Shipping Authority has said the “unusually low levels” for this time of year means barges
have had to reduce their cargo “in order to be able to navigate the river”. This increases prices and
reduces the speed with which goods can be transported.
Of major concern, as Germany braces itself for a winter of energy rationing due to an 80% reduction in
gas flows from Russia, is the knock-on effect the depletion in river traffic could have on energy output.
Emerging Hunger Stones
While the consensus attributes
the current drought to climate
change, periods of drought
have plagued European for
centuries. In recent weeks, so
called hunger stones,
(German: Hungerstein), have
emerged from the river
bottoms as reminders of past
dry spells. Most were placed
in Germany and in ethnic
Hunger Stone in the River Elbe
German settlements
throughout Europe in the 15th through 19th centuries. Their name memorializes droughts over the
centuries that usually have been followed by starvation from failed crops.
One of the most famous to recently emerge from the Rive Elbe in Děčín, the Czech Republic is a stone
with a date of 1616, inscribed with the phrase, “Wenn du mich siehst, dann weine” (“If you see me,
weep”). The stone itself is believed to date from at least 1417, although carvings from the earlier dates are
no longer legible.
Thanks to David Rye for contributing to this post.
Posted in Current, Lore of the Sea Tagged Danube, drought, Elbe, European rivers, hunger
stones, Loire, Rhine permalink
Found on Old Salt Blog
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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‘Catastrophic’ ferry failure by Nicola Sturgeon leaves Scottish islanders
rationing
Confidence in the government ‘shattered’ after shops forced to ration essential items
By Lucy Burton, EMPLOYMENT EDITOR 8 August 2022 • 6:06pm [Telegraph online]
CalMac was taken out of service for a third time in a matter of weeks CREDIT:
Richard Johnson / Alamy Stock Photo
Nicola Sturgeon has been
accused
of
abandoning
Scotland’s islanders "on a
catastrophic
scale"
after
disruption at a state-owned
ferry company led to rationing.
Willie Rennie, the former
leader of the Scottish Liberal
Democrats, said confidence in
the government had been
"shattered" by ferry disruption
affecting residents of the
Western Isles.
Some shops were forced to
ration essential items such as
milk and bread over the
weekend after a ferry operated
by Edinburgh-owned CalMac was taken out of service for a third time in a matter of weeks, The Herald
on Sunday reported.
"What I don't understand is why the SNP from the Western Isles aren't spitting mad – why are they not
doing what I'm doing and calling for parliament to be recalled? Their blood pressure should be sky high,"
said Mr Rennie, who led the Scottish Liberal Democrats for a decade and stood down last year.
Alistair Carmichael, the Liberal Democrats home affairs spokesman, added: "People in the island
communities throughout Scotland have been warning the SNP and the Greens for years that this type of
thing could happen, and funnily enough it has done.
"For the Scottish government to sit back and watch failure on a catastrophic scale as they are doing is
unforgivable in my book."
Safety issues on one of CalMac’s oldest ferries led to a three day shutdown on two routes between Uig on
Skye, Lochmaddy on North Uist and Tarbert on Harris.
CalMac insisted over the weekend that all food was being shipped and it was not fair to say that any
shortages were the direct result of ferry issues.
CalMac's managing director Robbie Drummond has apologised for disruption, telling the BBC’s Good
Morning Scotland programme on Monday that he wanted to encourage people to see the “brilliant
scenery” of the Western Isles.
"What we really need is that long-term investment program," he added.
A Transport Scotland spokesperson said the transport minister last week held a meeting with local
politicians and other stakeholders to discuss the issues relating to recent outages.
“CalMac added a number of additional sailings to help with essential supplies to the islands and we
continue to work with CalMac," he said.
“CalMac forms part of the local resilience partnership. They remain in close local contact with
communities and hauliers and are working with them to prioritise the movement of essential supplies."
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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New Buoys to Help Protect North Atlantic Right Whales from Ship Strikes
Mike Schuler August 18, 2022
French ocean carrier CMA CGM has announced the
deployment of the first buoys that will aid in the protection of
endangered North Atlantic right whales from ships strikes
along the U.S. East Coast.
CMA CGM is partnering with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution in the effort. The two entered into
a partnership in March with the aim of increasing right whale
detection efforts along the East Coast.
With funding from CMA CGM, WHOI researchers sought to
assemble and deploy two near real-time passive acoustic
monitoring buoys off the coast of Norfolk, Virginia and
Photo: CMA CGM
Savannah, Georgia.
The second of the two buoys was deployed today approximately 39 miles off the coast of Savannah. The
first arrived on location off Norfolk in July. The locations were chosen because the ports are among the
busiest in the United States, which often puts ships directly in the path of migrating whales.
The North Atlantic right whale is one of the world’s most endangered large whale species. The latest
estimates suggest there are fewer than 350 remaining, with less than 100 reproductively active females,
according to NOAA.
For decades, vessel strikes and entanglements in fishing gear have been the two primary causes of right
whale injury and death.
With that in mind, NOAA Fisheries recently announced proposed changes to vessel speed regulations to
further protect North Atlantic right whales from collision.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Danube water levels drop exposed wrecks of German warships sunken in
1944
Wrecks of explosives-laden warships pose a risk to shipping Europe's worst drought in years has pushed
the mighty river Danube to one of its lowest levels in almost a century, exposing the hulks of dozens of
explosives-laden German warships sunk during World War Two near Serbia's river port town of Prahovo,
Reuters reports. The vessels were among hundreds scuttled along the Danube by Nazi Germany's Black
Sea fleet in 1944 as they retreated from advancing Soviet forces, and still hamper river traffic during low
water levels. However, this year's drought has exposed more than 20 hulks on a stretch of the Danube
near Prahovo in eastern Serbia, many of which still contain tonnes of ammunition and explosives and
pose a danger to shipping. Months of drought and record-high temperatures have snarled river traffic on
vital arteries in other parts of Europe, including Germany, Italy and France. In Serbia, the authorities have
resorted to dredging to keep navigation lanes on the Danube open. ……, some of the hulks have narrowed
the navigable section on this stretch of the Danube to
just 100 metres from 180 metres. Strewn across the
riverbed, some of the ships still boast turrets,
command bridges, broken masts and twisted hulls,
while others lie mostly submerged under sand banks.
In March, the Serbian government invited a tender
for the salvage of the hulks and removal of
ammunition and explosives. The cost of the
operation was estimated at 29 million euros. Source :
PortNews
See abc NEWS youtube video … https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Vo9XbSRhTU
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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BENGUELA GEM – DEBMARINE NAMIBIA’S NEWEST VESSEL TO
UNDERTAKE SEABED DIAMOND RECOVERY
A new custom-built diamond recovery vessel has been completed and delivered by Netherlands-based the
Damen Shipyards Group via its Damen Shipyards Mangalia division on Romania’s Black Sea coast.
Designed by Norwegian naval architecture firm Marin Teknikk, BENGUELA GEM s owned and
operated by Debmarine Namibia, a joint venture between the government of Namibia and UK-based
diamond mining and jewelry company the De Beers Group. The newbuild measures 177 by 27 metres,
making it the largest purpose-built diamond recovery vessel in the world besides being the new flagship
of the De Beers fleet. It is also around 8,000 tonnes heavier than the company’s next largest ship, the 174metre MAFUTA. The 14,700DWT, steel-hulled BENGUELA GEM was designed and built in Europe
whereas the mission equipment was developed in Cape Town, South Africa. The mission equipment was
then integrated into the vessel in Cape Town by De Beers Marine. The equipment is contained in
modules, which allowed for their complete installation using only a single crane. The vessel will use
subsea crawling extraction techniques to retrieve diamonds from depths of between 90 and 150 metres off
the coast of Namibia for later processing using its onboard equipment. The processing equipment then
discharges around 99 per cent of any gravel collected during the actual diamond recovery, meaning only
diamonds will remain on board.
BENGUELA GEM combines
advanced technology and a fully
integrated design to ensure enhanced
efficiency, reliability, and accuracy.
A DP2 system automatically
optimises the vessel’s performance
in changing weather conditions to
minimise energy use. The DP2
system is based on a seven-thruster
propulsion system powered by six
generators to enable greater
flexibility in operations. The vessel
also generates its own fresh water through the use of heat recovery systems and a reverse osmosis
treatment plant. ABB supplied the vessel with an advanced power system for power generation,
distribution, and variable speed drive propulsion systems. ABB also provided an integrated power system
package that includes a large online double-conversion marine uninterruptible power supply (MUPS) to
support the ship’s vital control processes, thus significantly reducing the risk of critical power loss and
downtime. Theunissen was responsible for some of the vessel’s audio and communications equipment,
including an intercom/telephone system, a CCTV camera suite, and an emergency telegraph system.
Bakker Sliedrecht completed the electrical engineering, electrical system integration, commissioning, and
delivery of more than 150 metres of switchboards.
Accommodations are available for 106 crewmembers and processing technicians. De Beers said that
employee well-being features were a priority in the vessel’s design, with the occupants having access to
entertainment systems, a gym, a hospital, and relaxation facilities on board. A helicopter deck is also
fitted. Debmarine Namibia expects Benguela Gem to operate for at least 30 years, adding around 500,000
carats of high-value diamonds to its annual production. Source : BairdMaritime
_____________________________________________________________________________________

WORKERS AT UK BIGGEST CONTAINERPORT FELIXSTOWE
STARTED 8 DAY STRIKE
More than 1,900 workers at Britain's biggest container port started eight days of strike action which
shipping companies warn could seriously affect trade and supply chains Supply chain shortages and
inflationary for UK
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Tauranga sentencing highlights watchkeeping failures –
Maritime NZ Skippers are being reminded of their watchkeeping responsibilities after a vessel hit rocks at
Mt Maunganui, damaging the boat and putting lives at risk. Esmond Kelly O’Reilly was sentenced in the
Tauranga District Court this week on a number of charges under the Maritime Transport and Health and
Safety at Work acts.
The charges included operating a ship in a manner which caused unnecessary danger or risk to any other
person or property, and operating a vessel outside its prescribed limits. The charges relate to an incident
on 31 January, 2020, when the 11.9-metre fishing boat Miss Fleur struck rocks at the base of Mt
Maunganui. It was returning to Tauranga late at night after a day’s fishing trip. Mr O’Reilly had fallen
asleep at the helm, waking up just as the vessel hit the rocks. The three passengers climbed on to the
rocks, from where they and Mr O’Reilly were later rescued, whilst the vessel eventually broke up and was
a total loss. Maritime NZ’s Central compliance manager, Blair Simmons, says the sentencing is another
reminder for all skippers to ensure they keep their passengers safe and ensure the safety of other maritime
users and property. “Despite feelings of tiredness and a micro-sleep, Mr O’Reilly did not take any steps to
avoid falling sleep again,” he says. “He could have asked a passenger to join him at the helm to help keep
a proper watch. “Every vessel must at all times maintain a proper look-out by sight and hearing as well as
by all available means appropriate to mitigate the risk of collision or grounding.” Skippers and vessel
operators are reminded of the importance of proper fatigue management. Source : portNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Rhyl RNLI launches to assist with medical evacuation on cruise liner
By Matthew Chandler
Photo: RNLI/Judith Sharp
THE Rhyl Royal National Lifeboat
Institution (RNLI) boat, “ANTHONY
KENNETH HEARD”, was requested to
launch on August 16 to assist a casualty who
was suffering from a medical issue. The
volunteer crew members made their way to
the vessel, which had departed Liverpool
earlier that evening. The RNLI lifeboat was
launched with a crew of six and made its way to the cruise liner, which was approximately 14 miles off
the coast of Rhyl. The casualty was transferred to the lifeboat and then taken to Pier Head in Liverpool, to
be met by an ambulance team and Coastguard for medical attention. Rhyl RNLI coxswain, Martin Jones,
said: “It's the first time that we've attended a cruise liner at Rhyl. “Providing an effective medical
evacuation and support was important for us for a successful outcome, and we wish the casualty well.”
Source : rhyljournal
_____________________________________________________________________________________

New laws to restrict the way ships release ballast water into UK seas
New laws to restrict the way ships release ballast water into UK seas
The Merchant Shipping (Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast
Water and Sediments) Regulations 2022 introduces legislation into UK
law controlling the discharge of ships’ ballast water into UK waters.
By introducing the Ballast Water Management Convention into UK
law, the UK coastline will be protected from harmful aquatic species
and pathogens (e.g Chinese Mitten Crabs, Zebra Mussels, and Portuguese oysters) that may be present
within the ballast water by UK and foreign-flagged ships entering the UK after travelling internationally.
See more at
https://www.maritimelondon.com/news/new-laws-to-restrict-the-way-ships-release-ballast-water-into-ukseas
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Entrance to the river Geeste in Bremerhaven completely closed
North pier with historic pier light collapsed
On the last night of Thursday, around 1:00 a.m.,
part of the brick north pier to the Geeste entrance
in Bremerhaven, on which the historic pier tower
is also located, collapsed at low tide. The quay,
which has been dilapidated for many years, has
been closed for several years. In the next few
years, a new building was planned in connection
with the relocation of the pier to the north. The
port manager bremenports is responsible for the
pier.
The user of the tower is the Waterways and
Shipping Authority (WSA), which has meanwhile switched off the mole lights, as an employee
explained. According to the water police, things will get critical again around noon, because if the
necessary water pressure is lacking
at low tide, it can happen that parts
of the north mole with the tower fall
over. Experts from bremenports are
currently on site to inspect the pier
and the tower, which is a listed
building. All ship operations in the
approach area of the Geeste estuary
have now been discontinued. The
Weser ferry to Nordenham-Blexen
had to stop operating. Commuters as well as visitors to the Maritime Days in Bremerhaven now have to
take the longer route via the Weser tunnel. The pilots and also the DGzRS have already moved their
boats, and the WSA has already withdrawn a large part of its ships from the Geeste-port-aerea.
Furthermore, the access to the fishing port of Bremerhaven is now blocked, so that neither commercial
shipping nor leisure boats can leave the fishing port.
Shipping traffic on the Weser was warned to use extreme caution and only very slowly when crossing the
Geeste estuary. Since it was built in 1914, thousands of ships
have passed the 15 meter high brick building at the end of the
north mole, which has been a listed building since 2001. It is
one of Bremerhaven's landmarks. However, the footpath to the
tower has been closed for around 10 years because the pile
construction - on which the masonry stands - is dilapidated. The
building was founded on oak piles and not only the ship borers
have found here. A lot of work done in the last few years. In
recent decades, however, the construction of the pier has also
been affected by currents and sea conditions, but also by
accidents in which ships have crashed into the Mohlenkopf.
Redevelopment has been discussed for a long time There has
been a long discussion about a renovation of the plant.
According to estimates by the port company from 2015, around
15 million euros would have been required for this. At the end
of 2018, the Senate decided to renovate the quay, whereby the
north mole should then be pivoted generously in order to make
it easier for shipping to enter the Geeste and the fishing port, which is considered difficult. So far none of
this has been implemented. Text/photo’s : Christian Eckardt Maritime Publication www.weser-maritimenews.de
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Nuclear energy expert sees thorium as perhaps most viable maritime future
fuel By : Anne Kalosh
In the maritime industry's quest for zero-emissions solutions, it's often stated there's no silver bullet. But
proponents of thorium believe it is just that. Thorium has been identified as having huge potential as a
clean alternative maritime fuel. At Seatrade Cruise Global in April, Ulstein unveiled its 149-meter Ulstein
Thor 3R (replenishment, research and rescue), a vessel with a thorium molten salt reactor (MSR) to
generate vast amounts of clean, safe electricity. This would serve as a mobile power/charging station for a
new breed of battery-driven cruise ships. Robert McDonald, principal engineer at Norway's Institute for
Energy Technology (IFE), thinks it's time to shine the spotlight on the potential of thorium and small
modular reactors. He considers thorium a 'fantastic idea ... possibly one of, if not the, most feasible
alternative future fuels for maritime.'

What is thorium?
Thorium is an abundant, naturally occurring metal with extraordinary energy density. One ton of it
produces the same energy as 3.5m tons of coal. Its byproducts are significantly safer than uranium since
plutonium (which is used in nuclear weapons) is not produced in fission. With a shorter half-life, it
degrades faster. It does not need to be enriched. It is also a completely zero-emission fuel. McDonald has
been working with nuclear power since 1985 and with IFE for the last eight years. IFE is a frontrunner in
international energy research with 650 employees from 38 countries. This nonprofit organization is
funded through a combination of government grants and commercial contracts, and works to support
industry, society and a broad range of stakeholders by investigating and developing more energy efficient
processes, renewable energy solutions and future-orientated energy systems. McDonald focuses on
assisting researchers, developing scenarios, running simulations by channelling his experience to help
unlock innovation and understanding. For the last few years, small modular reactors — of the same sort
Ulstein aims to deploy in Thor — have been a key area of interest.

Small modular reactors '
A small modular reactor is a nuclear reactor with a power output of 10-300 MWe,' he explained, adding
they are efficient, easy to install — typically built in factories with the last 10% assembled on site —
easily scalable and safe, with very few moving parts and almost zero maintenance. Unlike other
renewables, they only require a very small footprint. McDonald said there are currently more than 70
small and micro designs under development, with typical uses for applications such as district heating,
desalination, general electricity generation and hydrogen production. 'Considering them for the maritime
industry is a new idea … and one that’s very relevant. They could prove to be an essential piece of the
zero-emission puzzle for a huge number of applications,' he said. 'In a way, they’re perfectly suited.'
Thorium MSRs rarely need to be refuelled — with the salt removed from the reactor, only every three to
seven years, depending on specifications. This would mean no bunkering, no regular stops and
operational windows that could be tailored to fit the task, rather than a vessel’s fuel tank capacity. For
fishing trawlers, cruise ships, container carriers or replenishment vessels such at Thor, this would open
new opportunities.
Waste is minimal and, in the case of MSRs, the old salt is reprocessed to remove the byproducts,
primarily uranium 235, which can then be used as a new reactor fuel. 'It’s incredibly efficient,' McDonald
said. 'And although there’s no thorium reactors up and running today, it is a proven technology, with the
earliest examples operating back in the 1950s and 1960s. However, that also means, unlike uranium,
there’s currently no supply chain. But as thorium is around three times more abundant in the Earth’s crust
than uranium — and there’s a lot here in Norway – it’s simply a matter of starting up the mining process.'

Public acceptance the biggest hurdle
The greatest hurdle probably won’t be accessing the fuel or bringing the necessary MSR technology to
market. It will be acceptance. McDonald acknowledged that 'nuclear’ has different connotations for
different audiences, and not everyone’s associations are as positive as his. The development of necessary
regulations and society's willingness to embrace thorium-powered ships will be crucial. He noted most
people don't realize nuclear-powered ships already call at ports around the world every day and have been
doing so since 1955.
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These are naval vessels, something McDonald knows a great deal about having started his career on a
nuclear submarine in the 1980s. Today, there are around 100 maritime reactors in use on a wide variety of
vessels ranging from submarines to aircraft carriers and icebreakers.

Regulations and safety
Military regulations are designed to keep the reactors safe and ensure no unauthorized people gain access
to them. McDonald expects the same regulations would apply in a commercial scenario but added
thorium reactors don't produce plutonium, so the byproducts don’t have the same potential for
weaponization. 'And why would anyone want to gain access? If the reactor is running, you wouldn’t
survive exposure,' he said. McDonald was quick to add that any maritime reactor would be in a sealed,
self-contained, lead-lined compartment. If there’s a loss of power, these reactors automatically shut down
and even in the worst-case scenarios of crashes or the loss of a vessel — as with the nuclear submarine
Kursk in 2000 – there is no reason to expect radiation leaks or spills. 'This is not a completely new
solution, unlike some other alternative fuels, so we do have a good understanding of the risk picture,'
McDonald said. Maritime momentum IFE and Ulstein aren’t alone in their interest in thorium and MSRs
in the maritime context. Denmark's Seaborg is developing a floating power barge that could support grids,
complement other renewables and be used for both sea- and land-based industry. IFE also has been
approached by a trawler firm keen to investigate the potential of the reactors to charge its shrimp-fishing
fleet, while offshore energy producers are looking into ways MSRs could be used to satisfy the power
needs of their remote operations. ‘Up until this year it seemed like MSRs and thorium were areas of niche
interest, whereas now momentum is really growing,' McDonald said. 'Here at IFE we’ll aim to do
everything we can to support industry and society in finding the best way forward to harness the huge
potential of thorium.' He added: 'The arrival of the Thor concept has really supercharged interest and, in
my opinion, this is just the start.' Source : Seatrade Cruise News
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Oil Tanker Detained After Nigerian Navy Says It 'Resisted Arrest'
Equatorial Guinea has detained an oil tanker capable of carrying 2 million barrels after it attempted to
load in Nigeria without proper paperwork, both countries said this week. The Nigerian navy said in a
statement that the HEROIC IDUN, a very large crude carrier (VLCC), was attempting to load oil at the
Akpo SBM on Aug. 8 without due clearance from state oil company NNPC, and that it "resisted arrest"
when ordered to stop. It was not immediately clear who was the vessel's owner or operator. The navy
named Norway's Hunter Tankers as the owner, but the firm sold it in July and did not respond to a
Reuters query about the buyer.
Equatorial Guinea's ruling party said on Twitter its navy intercepted the ship and 25 crew on Aug. 13 for
infractions "such as sailing without any identifying flag, fleeing from the Nigerian navy due to lack of
documentation and consequently sailing in Equatorial Guinean waters without prior authorization." Eikon
ship tracking showed it as anchored at Luba, Equatorial Guinea. In its statement, Equatorial Guinea said it
had authorized Nigerian intelligence to participate in its investigations and said it would "officially hand
over the ship to the Nigerian government." The navy did not explicitly accuse the vessel of attempting to
steal oil. But the detention comes as security services are on high alert to combat oil theft, which has
decimated exports in what is typically Africa's largest producer, costing an estimated $1 billion in lost
revenue in the first quarter alone. Most stolen oil is siphoned from onshore pipelines, and theft from a
marine export line in a large vessel would be notably rare.A spokesperson for oil major BP BP.L said it
initially chartered the Heroic Idun on a spot basis to load Akpo crude on Aug. 17-18, but ultimately
chartered a different ship as it was "aware that she is unable to perform the lifting." The spokesperson
said the company had no information or comment on what happened to the HEROIC IDUN. Source :
(Reuters - Reporting By Libby George; Additional reporting by Julia Payne; Editing by Tomasz
Janowski)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Tug Performs Autonomous Collision Avoidance in Port of Singapore
Ctrl + Click to follow links
A harbor tug has become the first vessel to be verified for autonomous collision avoidance
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Ship Captain Convicted Over Hazardous Container Blast at Jebel Ali Port
Mike Schuler - August 22, 2022
A Dubai court has the
convicted the captain of
the M/V Ocean Trader and
four others in connection to
last year’s fire and massive
explosion on board the vessel
at Dubai’s Port of Jebel Ali.
The incident took place July
7, 2021 after the Ocean
Trader had loaded containers
for export, including three
that contained hazardous
organic peroxide. The fire
started in one of the
hazardous containers and led
Fire aboard the containership MV Ocean Trader, after a
to an explosion that could be
shipping container explosion. Photo via Dubai authorities.
felt for miles.
Nobody was killed in the accident, but five people suffered relatively minor injuries.
An investigation revealed that the containers with organic peroxide had arrived at the port 12 days before
the incident and were kept in direct sunlight and scorching heat.
The court found that the organic compounds were allowed to decompose as a result of negligence by the
cargo shipping company, UAE-based The National reported. The decomposition led to a build up of gases
that caught fire and exploded when being loaded onto the ship.
Prosecutors made the case that the captain was responsible for the stowage plan and had loaded the
hazardous containers close to each other.
The captain reportedly denied any wrongdoing, arguing unsuccessfully that he did not know that the
containers had been stored improperly and would not have loaded them if he did, according to The
National. The captain apparently told the court he noticed one of the containers leaking smoke and
immediately alerted shoreside personnel and ordered crew members to evacuate—an action that likely
saved lives.
The fire was brought under control after about 44 minutes.
The court found the captain and four others guilty of wrongfully causing the incident and subsequent
damage as well as the injury of five people, the report said. Each was given a one month suspended prison
sentence and fined about $10,000. Five companies were also fined.
Tags: dubai
jebel ali ship fire
ocean trader explosion
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Seized Russian Superyacht Auctioned Off in Gibraltar
Reuters

August 23, 2022

By Joan Faus and Graham Keeley
MADRID, Aug 23 (Reuters) – A $75-million superyacht linked to a sanctioned Russian steel billionaire
was auctioned on Tuesday in Gibraltar, court sources said, in what is understood to be the first sale of its
kind since Russia invaded Ukraine in February.
The Axioma was impounded by the Gibraltar authorities in March after U.S. bank JP Morgan said its
alleged owner Dmitry Pumpyansky had reneged on the terms of a $20 million loan.
The 72.5-metre vessel was auctioned by the Gibraltar Admiralty Court through a system of closed bids to
be sent electronically by midday on Tuesday, a court spokesman said.
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There was an “unexpected late surge by prospective buyers” around the world for the vessel, Nigel
Hollyer, broker to the Admiralty Marshal of the Supreme Court of Gibraltar who led the auction, told the
Guardian newspaper last week.
The boat sleeps 12 people in six cabins and
boasts a swimming pool, a spa, 3D cinema
and water sports equipment.
According to court papers seen by Reuters,
JP Morgan lent 20.5 million euros to British
Virgin Islands-listed Pyrene Investments Ltd
which was owned by Furdberg Holding Ltd.
Furdberg’s owner was Pumpyansky, who
acted as guarantor for the loan.
The papers said Pyrene Investments defaulted
on the loan terms after Pumpyansky on
March 4 transferred his shares in Furdberg to
a third party and was then sanctioned,
FILE PHOTO: The Axioma superyacht belonging to
blocking the repayment of the loan.
Russian oligarch Dmitrievich Pumpyansky who is on the
The 58-year-old, who has an estimated
EU's list of sanctioned Russians is seen docked at a port,
amid Russia's invasion of Ukraine, in Gibraltar, March 21,
fortune of $2 billion according to Forbes
2022. REUTERS/Jon Nazca/File Photo
magazine, was sanctioned by Britain and the
European Union shortly after the invasion of
Ukraine.
Pumpyansky was until March the owner and chairman of steel pipe manufacturer OAO TMK, a supplier
to Russian energy company Gazprom. The company said he had since withdrawn from the firm.
The Axioma is the first seized luxury yacht known to be auctioned since the West imposed sanctions on
powerful Russians following the February invasion of Ukraine.
WATERSHED
Sources close to the process told Reuters JP Morgan would only claim the 20.5 million euros owed and
that any further proceeds from the sale would be up to the court to disburse.
Scores of yachts and houses linked to Russian oligarchs have been seized by world governments since the
invasion. British and American authorities have said they would seek to send the proceeds of sold assets
to Ukraine.
A Gibraltar government source said the money would likely be frozen rather than handed to anyone other
than the oligarch.
A spokesman for JP Morgan declined to comment.
James Jaffa, a lawyer for British firm Jaffa & Co which specialises in yachts and who had represented
the Axioma before it was seized, said the vessel was likely to sell for “way below” 20 million euros.
After the auction, he said, the ship broker, crew wages, the shipyard and maintenance would need to be
paid ahead of the bank.
A successful sale would, nonetheless, be a “benchmark” for other banks looking to recoup losses by
auctioning the repossessed property and other assets of sanctioned oligarchs.
“Axioma will be a watershed moment for assets that have bank financing against them because all the
other banks will realize that the asset can be sold and that they can get some or all of their money back,”
he said.
He stressed, however, that assets without financial claims against them which were seized by
governments because of sanctions alone would be harder to sell.
(Reporting by Joan Faus, Graham Keeley, editing by Aislinn Laing and Bernadette Baum)
(c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

I start a new job in Seoul next week. I thought it was a good Korea move.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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P&O Ferries Will Not Face UK Criminal Prosecution for Firing Crews
P&O Ferries criminal prosecution. Unions across the UK protested what they contend was illegal
actions in hiring the seafarers (ITF)
P&O Ferries is not going to face criminal charges in the UK for its actions firing roughly 800 seafarers
with no advance notice and replacing them with lower paid contract workers in March 2022. That was the
word from the UK’s Insolvency Service late today saying the case would not stand up in court. At issue
was the contention of the unions along with members of parliament that the company under UK law was
required to provide 45 days' notice before dismissing its employees and commence a consultation with its
unions. Many however said because the company is in effect a foreign entity, owned by DP World, and
since the ferries are all registered outside the UK, the
company’s only obligation was to the flag states where
the vessels are registered.
“After a full and robust criminal investigation into the
circumstances surrounding the employees who were
made redundant by P&O Ferries, we have concluded
that we will not commence criminal proceedings,” the
Insolvency Service said in a brief written state published
The PRIDE OF KENT in the port of Dover
on Friday afternoon. The decision they said had been
Photo : Piet Sinke
reached after conducting a criminal investigation which
www.maasmondmaritime.com
(c)
was further reviewed by an independent senior
prosecution lawyer. The lawyer “concluded there was no
realistic prospect of a conviction,” in the criminal matter but that a civil investigation is ongoing.
P&O Ferries had said in response to the strong condemnations of its actions and a widespread union
boycott that the company had no choice but to take the actions it did. The company’s CEO Peter
Hebblewaithe appeared to recognize the questions of the legality of its actions. He told a hearing in front
of a parliament committee that the company was faced with bankruptcy when they decided to lockout the
employees announcing that they had all been dismissed during a brief video that ended by telling them to
leave the ships and company property immediately.
Scattered efforts to occupy some of the ferries failed but the company still faced weeks of disruption as it
attempted to train the replacement contract labour. The Maritime & Coastguard Authority launched a
rigorous review of each vessel before permitting them to sail while the government promised to cancel
contracts and institute new employment laws that require all seafarers working on ships regularly
operating from the UK to meet the country’s minimum standards. Predictably, the unions were quick to
call today’s announcement, “a deeply disappointing decision,” saying it would be met by more frustration
and anger.
“The message is clear, P&O Ferries must be held properly accountable for their disgraceful actions and
we will continue the campaign to ensure that the CEO and his fellow directors are held to account and to
make certain this can never happen again,” said Mark Dickinson, general secretary of Nautilus.
The union continues to say that it believes that P&O Ferries had a legal obligation to provide advance
notice both to the UK Secretary of State of its plans and to Bermuda, Cyprus, and the Bahamas, where the
vessels are registered. The union says the company failed to provide notice to the flag states ahead of
firing the crews. While saying they felt “further let down by the system that fails to punish apparent
criminal corporations,” Nautilus noted that the civil investigation has not yet been completed. This comes
as the UK has faced a summer of labor actions from unions across the country. Trains and other services
have gone on strike and starting Sunday, Unite the Union promises to bring the UK’s largest container
port, Felixstowe, to a standstill for 8-days in its ongoing demands for wage increases that reflect the
current rate of retail inflation. Source : MAREX
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Anzac Portal website- - Merchant Navy Day 3 September
https://anzacportal.dva.gov.au/commemoration/commemoration-days/merchant-navy-day
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Ukraine’s Grain Shipping Corridor Appears to Be Working
Ukrainian grain flows are pushing down global prices as the newly opened crop-export corridor shows
initial success. More than 500,000 tons of foodstuffs aboard 21 ships were exported from the country’s
major Black Sea ports in the first half of August, under a deal agreed late last month. That’s far below a
normal pace, but is providing some relief to grain supplies strained by Russia’s invasion and bad weather
curbing harvests elsewhere. “We have seen signs that global food markets are beginning to stabilize,” UN
Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said in a statement Thursday.
A stream of fresh vessels is arriving, signalling cargoes will continue to flow. A key challenge is whether
larger vessels normally commonplace in Ukraine’s ports are willing to transit the corridor and boost
flows, even as Moscow continues its wider assault.
“Ukraine unlocked grain which was blocked in silos all over the country, and it will push the market
down,” Elena Neroba, an analyst at brokerage Maxigrain, said by phone. “The main obstacle is to assure
shipowners that this corridor is safe and they can use it without extra payment. “The Ukraine crop-export
corridor covers Odesa and two other key ports, while hubs such as Mykolayiv remain shut. The
agreement was brokered by Turkey and the United Nations. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy
was due to meet Thursday with his Turkish counterpart and the UN secretary-general in Lviv. The UN
official will also visit Odesa. Ukraine’s grain exports in the 2022 to 2023 season are now seen at 30.4
million tons, compared with a July outlook for 22.6 million tons. Before the war, 5 to 6 million tons could
depart Ukrainian ports monthly.
Still, prospects for an acceleration in flows are weighing on grain prices and Thursday’s visit from the
UN is expected to paint a “first reassuring picture” despite the limited pace, said Paris-based adviser
Agritel. Ukraine also continues to ship crops via alternative land and river routes established during the
war. Chicago wheat futures fell as much as 4.8% on Thursday to $7.4325 a bushel, the lowest since
January — before the war began. The first seaborne cargoes to flow were vessels stuck since the invasion
in February, mainly stocked with corn and sunflower products. New vessels are also now departing,
including a wheat shipment bound for Ethiopia under the UN’s World Food Programme. Many cargoes
have been relatively small. Traders and shipowners are likely seeking to ensure the corridor is working as
planned and assess transit times before agreeing bigger sales, Neroba said. Vessels must be inspected in
Turkey before entering and departing Ukraine, under the terms of the deal. War-risk insurance premiums
also may limit competitiveness to far-flung destinations. Ukraine is historically a major corn supplier to
China and sunflower-oil exporter to India. Corn rose and soybeans declined in Chicago.Source :
Bloomberg –With assistance from Jasmine Ng and Vivian Iroanya
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Unknown “yellow”submarine spotted navigating ‘het IJ” in Amsterdam
Photo : Willem-Jan van den Bichelaer ©
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Paddy went into a pub ,with a skinny little African by his side ,
The barman said to Paddy “ Is this guy with you”
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“ Oh yes sir ,,,,I went to the Doctors last week and he told I had to have a pacemaker
So I’ve got this Ethiopian,!,,,,,,,
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Subject: Grandfather's Demise...
Upon hearing that her elderly grandfather had just passed away, Katie went straight to her grandparent's
house to visit her 95-year-old grandmother and comfort her.
When she asked how her grandfather had died, her grandmother replied,
" He had a heart attack while we were making love on Sunday morning."
Horrified, Katie told her grandmother that two people nearly 100 years old having sex would surely be
asking for trouble.
"Oh no, my dear," replied granny. "Many years ago, realizing our advanced age, we figured out the best
time to do it was when the church bells would start to ring. It was just the right rhythm. Nice and slow
and even. Nothing too strenuous, simply, in on the Ding and out on the Dong.
"She paused to wipe away a tear, and continued," and if the damned ice cream truck hadn't come along,
he'd still be alive today."
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Some more Quickies!
Murphy says to Paddy, "What ya talkin into an envelope for?"
"I'm sending a voicemail ya fool!"
Paddy says "Mick, I'm thinking of buying a Labrador. "Blow that" says Mick "have you seen how
many of their owners go blind?"
19 paddies go to the cinema, the ticket lady asks "Why so many of you?"
Mick replies, "The film said 18 or over."
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________
Incredible Story about Owning Your Attitude | Travis Mills Motivational
Speech | Goalcast
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eSytAgtLqVw
_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

Some more Quickies!
I was at an ATM yesterday when a little old lady asked if I could check her balance, so I
pushed her over.
I start a new job in Seoul next week. I thought it was a good Korea move.
I was driving this morning when I saw a parked AA van.
The driver was sobbing uncontrollably and looked very miserable. I thought to myself, that
guy's heading for a breakdown.
Statistically, 6 out of 7 dwarfs are not Happy.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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WHEN I SAY I'M BROKE - I'M BROKE!
A little old lady answered a knock on the door one day, to be confronted by a well-dressed young man
carrying a vacuum cleaner.
'Good morning,' said the young man. 'If I could take a couple minutes of your time, I would like to
demonstrate the very latest in high-powered vacuum cleaners...
' 'Go away!' said the old lady. ''I'm broke and haven't got any money!'' And she proceeded to close the
door..
Quick as a flash, the young man wedged his foot in the door and pushed it wide open…
''Don't be too hasty!'' he said. ''Not until you have at least seen my demonstration..''
And with that, he emptied a bucket of horse manure onto her hallway carpet.
''Now, if this vacuum cleaner does not remove all traces of this horse manure from your carpet, Madam, I
will personally eat the remainder.''
The old lady stepped back and said, ''Well let me get you a fork, 'cause they cut off my electricity this
morning.”
And the moral of the story is?
Never mess with old folk!
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Some more Quickies!
The Grim Reaper came for me last night, and I beat him off with a vacuum cleaner.
Talk about Dyson with death.
I went to the cemetery yesterday to lay some flowers on a grave. As I was standing there I
noticed 4 grave diggers walking about with a coffin, 3 hours later and they're still walking about
with it. I thought to myself, they've lost the plot!!
My daughter asked me for a pet spider for her birthday, so I went to our local pet shop and they
were £70!!! Blow this, I thought, I can get one cheaper off the web.

The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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That’s all from me now folks.

Stay Safe Shipmates

Good Health, Fair Winds and Calm Seas. Take Care.

Yours Aye,
Malcolm
Malcolm Mathison
Merchant Navy Association
Tel: 01472 277 266 Mob: 07831 622 312 Email: R546060@aol.com
www.mna.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1135661
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